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Propaganda Propaganda Multitasking is bad for humans. Our brains aren't really connected to that. However, there are times when we can benefit from facing multiple tasks at the same time. While our brains don't handle it well, if we download these many tasks to multiple computers, we can focus on one thing while
they focus on many. Here's a look at how working with more than one computer at a time can make you more productive, efficient and relieve frustration. Yesterday we did a poll, asking how many computers you own. Looking at the current count, there are 12,847 responses. Of the total responses, about 11,851 were
from people who had more than one computer. That's a little over 92%, also known as a large majority. It's right that we're talking about a group of people who often have a strong affinity for technology —Lifehacker readers like you—but that's still a lot of people who have found a reason to own more than one machine.
For some it may seem excessive to own multiple machines, but I firmly believe that, properly used, multiple computers can make it more efficient. Let's take a look at the productivity and efficiency benefits using various machines that provide you and how to make use of them more effectively. A computer used to be
enough for the whole family, but we moved to an era where more than... Read moreNote: Some of these tips are more applicable to users who perform tasks that require a lot of processing power. That said, users of multiple computers can reap many benefits from their machines with a good setup, whether or not you
are regularly engaging, for example, in video encoding. The benefitsOf processor-intensive tasks for secondary machineg/o media can get a commissionIt is difficult to buy a computer with a single primary processor. By the end of 2011, it will probably be difficult to buy a smartphone with a single core processor.
Multicore processing is a good thing because it increases your computer's multitasking skills. The same goes for having another machine. If you are performing a task on your primary machine, you can unload another processor-intensive task to another and you no longer have to stop and wait for nothing to finish. How to
do this Effectively I work mainly on a laptop, but I download any video encoding to the desktop for two reasons: One, the desktop is faster, and two, the laptop gets hot when it is coding. That said, I'll edit many times on the laptop, since that's where I do all my work. Regardless of the configuration, the fact is that you
need to quickly transfer files from your machine for your secondary machine. If the file is small, I'll allow Dropbox to sync it over the local network. The file is always easy to find because I use Dropbox as an organized home folder so that my work files are easily accessible on all work computers. If one is busy with one
task, I can walk up to another and just just where I left off. (More on that later.) When you love Dropbox like we do, you start syncing more and more things. The more things you sync,... Read moreDropbox can be a bit slow with large files, however, even on the local network. When transferring large files, having a hard
transfer drive (or flash) is useful. The unit needs to be relatively fast, and if you can avoid storing any important data on it you are better off. Because you will be writing and accessing the drive frequently as well as moving it, and frequently used comes (at least a little) more frequent failure. If you keep it empty, you also
don't have to worry about running out of space when it's time to transfer data, which will slow you down. Finally, if you're transferring a file to a desktop machine that doesn't have a front (or easily accessible) USB port —or any port you need—get an extension cable and stick somewhere convenient so you don't have to
go through a ton of trouble connecting it. This won't save you much time, but you'll avoid frustration. Work from any machine, potentially anywhereIn the last section we touch briefly on this particular benefit: move away from the computer you are using and continue where you left off on any other machine. If your main
computer is busy with a task, this is a great benefit. If your main computer dies and you don't want to miss a beat, that's a great benefit. If you are simply tired of looking at your laptop and want to sit at a desk (or vice versa), this is a great benefit. The point is that there are many cases where a second machine is actually
convenient. Getting this to work without problems requires a bit of work, but it's absolutely worth it. How to do this effectively We've seen how to use Dropbox as an organized home folder, which is where you'll see the biggest benefits. You could also use a tool like Sugarsync for a similar effect, but in my experience
Dropbox has been infinitely more reliable. Regardless of the software you use, as long as your work files are synchronizing from machine to machine, you're halfway there. The other challenge is software. If you have, say, Photoshop on one machine but not another, you can't really go where you left off if you were using
Photoshop. While it's good to make an effort to install commonly used applications on all your machines, sometimes you don't know you'll often use an application. Sometimes you will forget to install it or sometimes you just won't be able to because you are away from your secondary machine. Basically, it's not realistic
to expect you to have all your apps in your machines all the time. This is going to be a problem at some point, but there are some easy ways to avoid it. First, create a central repository for software installers. Maybe you keep this in one of the many cloud cloud storage on a Network-attached Storage (NAS) device or on
one of your secondary computers. Wherever you are, make sure you have quick access to software installers so you can easily add an app when you need one. Many software sits frequently, however, so saving a copy today can make it obsolete in a few weeks. Ninite is a great tool to quickly install the free applications

you use (if you're on a Windows or Linux machine), but keeping a list of download URLs is the next best thing. Ideally, you want to be able to pick up these URLs from wherever you are, so keeping a list in a (webp) application like Simplenote or Evernote is a good way to ensure you always have them useful in case you
need to install something quickly. With Amazon's recent entry into consumer cloud storage, we have some competitors offering... Read moreThe time you have both your software and working files taken care of, you're all set. Download distractions to your secondary mail, IM, Twitter, Facebook, RSS — you probably have
a very long list of things that distract you from working every day. These distractions can occasionally provide a good break from time to time, but if they are distracting you all the time they are definitely creating a problem. We talk about downloading these distractions to your iPad/tablet (or other mobile device), but your
secondary computer is also a great place to keep them so you can get to them quickly when needed. You may not need to respond urgently to a tweet, but this may be the case with email and IM. If they are not constantly on your face, you can decide when to look at them and avoid temptation more easily. The iPad is
usually seen as a consumer device, but blogger Ben Brooks found that moving... Read moreHow to do this effectivelyLoading distractions doesn't take much more effort than installing the apps you want out of your way and ignoring them until the right time. The problem is that controlling multiple computers can be kind of
annoying when you're dealing with more than one keyboard. Although a KVM switch is a possible solution, using Synergy to control your multiple computers from a single keyboard and mouse is cheaper (because it's free) and more efficient. If you have two or more computers on a desk, you don't want two or more sets
of keyboards and... Read moreUsing a secondary computer for the purpose of unloading distractions is very similar to using a second monitor, but it comes with the benefits of being able to 1) mute the sound of distraction applications, 2) reduce the use of on the main machine, especially from applications that you are
not really using so much, and 3) be able to move away from this extra monitor in case you need to physically isolate yourself from these distractions. But is it practical and economical? If you are using a single computer and want to try to add another machine to your workflow, work, don't have to spend a ton of money to
do it. Even a netbook and a cheap (but relatively fast) desktop will still pay you many of the same benefits for less than the cost of a mid-range laptop. It's not so much about the speed of your machines, but the fact that you can effectively leave them multitasking on your behalf. All the tools mentioned in this post are free
or cheap. The workflow of multiple machines may seem like an expensive perspective, but it really isn't. Although I personally haven't taken the cheapest route possible, this is mainly because I work on Macs. My current configuration involves a MacBook Air —Apple's slowest laptop—and an incoming iMac from last year
—Apple's second slowest desktop (the Mac mini is marginally slower). Speed is good, but the ability to multitask without actually using my brain to do it — as most of us can't really multitask in the first place — is much more enjoyable. You can follow Adam Dachis, the author of this post, on Twitter and Facebook. If you
want to contact him, Twitter is the most effective way to do so. Connect your iPhone to a variety of computers, yours or others' computers, and you'll see that your phone and iTunes want to clean up and start over, every time. Andrew Grant on the Shiny Things blog shows you how to edit your xml file from the iTunes
Music Library to sync your phone (or iPod touch) with different systems. This means you can, say, automatically pick up just your music from your Mac at home, but take Contacts and Calendars from your work PC. The guide requires very little hacking, and Grant provides links to simple text and hexal editors to get the
job done. Do you have an unedited solution to sync your iPhone's multi-sync? Tell us in the comments. How to sync an iPhone with two (or more) computers [Shiny Things via Hackszine] Hackszine]
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